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Abstract
An efficient assessment of the health relatedness of text passages is important to mine the web at scale to conduct health sociological analyses or to develop a health search engine. We propose a new efficient and effective termhood score for predicting the health relatedness of phrases and sentences, which achieves 69% recall at over 90% precision on a web dataset with cause–effect statements. It is more effective than state-of-the-art medical entity linkers and as effective but much faster than BERT-based approaches. Using our method, we compile the Webis Medical CauseNet 2022, a new resource of 7.8 million health-related cause–effect statements such as “Studies show that stress induces insomnia” in which the cause (‘stress’) and effect (‘insomnia’) are labeled.

1 Introduction
Health sociology studies the interaction of society with health. An important subject is how consumers obtain and perceive health information. Since the web and search engines are among the most important sources, the quality of online health information has been studied so frequently in recent decades that three systematic reviews have been conducted (see Table 1). However, many of the individual studies address only a single medical condition and almost all were conducted manually. On average, only about 50–100 web pages were analyzed per study, sometimes only a single hand-picked one, and never more than 1,524 pages.

Studying larger portions of the online health domain requires the automation of various acquisition tasks: (1) the discovery of health-related websites and web pages, (2) the identification and extraction of health-related statements from these pages, and (3) the attribution of health-related statements to authoritative sources (e.g., for fact-checking). While the first and third steps have been and continue to be the subject of ongoing research, the second step has received much less attention.

To minimize manual data cleansing, we view the extraction of health-related statements as a precision-oriented task. And since a significant portion of consumers’ health information needs ask about causes and effects (Bondarenko et al., 2022), we focus on health-related cause–effect statements (e.g., ‘smoking causes cancer’). Extracting cause–effect statements in general has been thoroughly investigated in the past and several approaches extract them from web text efficiently and effectively (Yang et al., 2022). However, the extracted statements are usually not assigned to a specific domain.

Our contributions are: (1) A new approach for a high-precision assessment of a phrase’s health relatedness (Section 3), which is more effective than state-of-the-art medical entity linkers and on par with BERT-based models but far more efficient (Section 4). (2) The Webis Medical CauseNet 2022, a web-scale resource of health-related cause–effect statements (Section 5).1

2 Related Work
The impact of online health information on consumers has attracted the interest of the health sociology research community. For example, user surveys examine how consumers perceive online health information (Diaz et al., 2002), e-health services (Andreassen et al., 2007), or the quality of online health information (Sun et al., 2019).

1All our code and data to reproduce the experiments as well as the resource are publicly available under a permissive license: https://github.com/webis-de/COLING-22
Information quality appears to be the most studied characteristic from a health sociology perspective. Numerous studies have focused on whole-page classification, e.g., using medical vocabularies to classify news articles (Watters et al., 2002; Zheng et al., 2002) or using convolutional neural networks for Reddit posts (Gkotsis et al., 2017). But there has been little work on classifying shorter passages of text as health-related (e.g., phrases), although this would allow for more fine-grained analyses at the statement level rather than at the whole-page level. Keyword extraction and automatic ontology creation with the goal of extracting prototypical words for a given domain are perhaps the most closely related tasks. For example, the C-value/NC-value method uses term frequencies to extract multi-word domain terms from a corpus (Frantzi et al., 2000). Its reliance on syntactic sentence structure, however, renders it inapplicable at the phrase level.

Contrastive termhood scores, which relate term frequencies from a domain corpus to frequencies from one or more out-of-domain corpora, can be applied more straightforwardly. These include tf·idf-inspired measures (Basili et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2009), measures estimating how exclusive a term is for a domain (Ahmad et al., 1999; Park et al., 2008), and combinations or extensions thereof (Wong et al., 2007; Bonin et al., 2010). We transfer contrastive termhood scoring to measuring health relatedness of phrases (but also sentences) and compare it with the medical entity linkers cTakes (Savova et al., 2010), MetaMap (Aronson, 2001), Quick-UMLS (Soldaini and Goharian, 2016), and scispacy (Neumann et al., 2019), as well as BERT-based classifiers (Devlin et al., 2019).

### 3 Measuring Health Relatedness

Assessing whether a phrase is health-related can be difficult without context; in particular for homonymous (same surface form, different meaning) or polysemous (same surface form, different sense) words. For instance, ‘cancer’ may refer to a health-related malignant tumor, but also to the zodiac sign, which is unlikely to appear in a health-related context. As such, the task of assessing a phrase’s health relatedness can be viewed as an extension of word-sense disambiguation. Instead of the sense of a particular word, the domain of the sense of a phrase needs to be determined.

Since there are no large-scale labeled datasets for health relatedness assessment, we rely on contrastive termhood scores that use distant supervision to measure the degree of a word or concept being specific to a certain domain (Kageura and Umino, 1996). Instead of training on explicitly labeled words or phrases, contrastive termhood scores are trained on texts that are heuristically labeled. Specifically, a word’s or phrase’s domain specificity depends on its “prominence” in domain-specific or out-of-domain corpora. In this section, we discuss three existing contrastive termhood scores and then explain how we adapt and apply them to health relatedness assessment.

#### 3.1 Existing Contrastive Termhood Scores

The termhood scores contrastive weight (CW) (Basili et al., 2001), term domain specificity (TDS) (Park et al., 2008), and discriminative weight (DW) (Wong et al., 2007) rely on a corpus $H$ of domain-specific texts (in our case: health-related texts) and at least one contrastive corpus $G$ of general or out-of-domain texts (in our case: Wikipedia). To score a term $t$ (a word or phrase), CW, TDS, and DW use occurrence frequencies: the absolute corpus occurrence frequency $freq_C(t)$ (i.e., the absolute number of occurrences of $t$ in corpus $C$), the relative corpus occurrence frequency $rel_C(t) = freq_C(t) / |C|$ (where $|C|$ denotes some appropriate variant of corpus size like number of words or n-gram occurrences), and the inverse corpora frequency $icf(t)$ defined for $H$ and $G$ together as

$$icf(t) = \log \left( \frac{|H| + |G|}{freq_H(t) + freq_G(t)} \right).$$

The contrastive weight CW of a term $t$ is similar to $tf·idf$ but uses the corpus-oriented frequencies:

$$CW(t) = \log (freq_H(t) + 1) \cdot icf(t).$$
For the term domain specificity TDS, we unify the slightly different definitions of Ahmad et al., Park et al., and Wong et al. as 

$$\text{TDS}(t) = \log \left( \frac{\text{rel}_H(t) + 1}{\text{rel}_G(t) + 1} + 1 \right).$$

Finally, the discriminative weight DW was originally defined as the product of CW and a version of TDS that uses $freq_C(t)$ instead of $rel_C(t)$. Since the values of such an “unnormalized” TDS depend on corpus size, we use our above corpus-agnostic normalized version but still compute DW as

$$\text{DW}(t) = \text{CW}(t) \cdot \text{TDS}(t).$$

### 3.2 Our Generalized Termhood Scores

The above termhood scores were originally meant to help augment taxonomy vocabularies or to find terms missing in a dictionary for some specific domain. As such, the input terms are assumed to be rather short and quite domain-related noun phrases from which the “best” scoring ones are to-be-added to the vocabulary. In pilot experiments for our case of assessing the health relatedness of phrases from the web, we observed that phrases like ‘fracture at the base of the skull’ receive very low termhood scores even though they are clearly health-related. The reason is that such longer phrases as “a whole” have quite low occurrence frequencies even in medical corpora. A first straightforward idea could be to average a phrase’s individual word’s termhood scores. However, for the above example with many out-of-domain or stop words, this also does not work well. We thus propose two schemes that improve on the simple average and on the original termhood scores’ treatment of longer phrases as “a whole”. In our schemes, we also enable the assessment to prioritize precision or recall.

Our first scheme uses a weighted average of a phrase’s individual word’s termhood scores (i.e., their individual health relatedness) to assess the health relatedness of a phrase. The idea is that by giving words that have a high individual health relatedness score a higher weight, more health-related phrases can be found (i.e., improved recall). Similarly, by giving words that have a low individual health relatedness score a higher weight, the precision of the assessment on the phrase level should improve. Formally, in our first scheme, we compute the termhood score of an $m$-word phrase as the generalized mean of the word’s individual

$$M_r(x_1, \ldots, x_m) = \left( \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} x_i^r \right)^{\frac{1}{r}},$$

where $r$ is a real-valued parameter. For $r = 1$, the generalized mean corresponds to the arithmetic mean. By increasing $r$, the mean is biased towards the higher-valued termhood scores and vice versa. In the extreme cases of $M_{\infty}$ or $M_{0}$, the minimum or maximum $x_i$ is returned. At the limit for $r$ approaching 0, the generalized mean corresponds to the geometric mean (Jensen, 1998).

As our second scheme, we propose to also compute the weighted average termhood over the $n$-grams of a phrase. For instance, while the unigrams ‘risk’ and ‘factor’ are relatively unrelated to health, the bigram ‘risk factor’ certainly is health-related. The above generalized mean scheme already increases the termhood of ‘risk factor’ compared to a simple average but the high occurrence frequency of the bigram itself is an even better indicator of its health relatedness. Since longer n-grams usually have quite low occurrence frequencies, especially in smaller corpora, we only average the termhood scores of a phrase’s uni-, bi-, or trigrams with a parameter $n$ determining the length of the longest used n-grams. For example, the generalized score of the phrase ‘cancer risk factor’ based on the termhood score $s(.)$ (could be CW, TDS, or DW) with $n = 2$ then is the average of $M_r(s(‘cancer risk’), s(‘risk factor’))$ and $M_r(s(‘cancer’), s(‘risk’), s(‘factor’)).

### 3.3 Contrastive and Health Domain Corpora

Table 2 shows basic characteristics of our employed corpora. We select Wikipedia\(^2\) as our contrastive general corpus $G$ since it covers a wide variety of domains and is easily accessible. As candidates for health corpora $H$, we consider and evaluate four alternatives, each with its own (dis)advantages.

\(^2\)Dump of all English Wikipedia articles from July 1, 2021.
The first three health corpora use documents provided by the National Library of Medicine: (1) a dump of over 30 million MEDLINE abstracts from PubMed, (2) a subset of over 3 million full-text publications from PubMed Central, and (3) 434 textbooks from the textbook and monograph category of the NCBI Bookshelf. While both PubMed-based corpora are large scale, their language is mainly scientific. The textbook corpus contains more clinical language, which we hypothesize to more closely match the language of health-related phrases on arbitrary web pages.

Finally, as our fourth health corpus, we crawled the entries of five consumer-oriented medical online encyclopedias. Since they are written in layperson’s terms, we assume their language to be most similar to the target language distribution used for health-related words on web pages.

### 3.4 Pilot Inspection and Comparison

To get a first impression of the scores and the corpus impact, we inspect the unigram termhood score distributions in general and for some example words. Figures 1 (a–c) show the score distributions of CW, TSD, and DW with PubMed as the domain-specific corpus $H$. Apparently, all scores rank the shown example out-of-domain words and the stop word lower than the shown example health-related words. However, the assessment of CW and TDS can differ substantially for specific terms. For example, ‘ward’ occurs frequently within texts from the PubMed corpus so that CW attributes a rather high health relatedness. At the same time, ‘ward’ also occurs frequently in the general do-

---

**Figure 1:** Termhood score frequencies of (a) CW, (b) TDS, and (c) DW on the PubMed corpus, and of (d) DW on the Encyclopedia corpus. Number of words in thousands (from the respective corpus). Example words are highlighted.

**Table 3:** Characteristics of our three annotated datasets, including the ratio of health-related entries, the average number of words per cause–effect phrase pair or sentence, and the number of entries. CauseNet-F: sampled from CauseNet-Full, CauseNet-P: sampled from CauseNet-Precision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Text Type</th>
<th>Health Length</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CauseNet-F-Phrase</td>
<td>Phrase pairs</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CauseNet-P-Phrase</td>
<td>Phrase pairs</td>
<td>50.3%</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CauseNet-F-Sentence</td>
<td>Sentences</td>
<td>22.4%</td>
<td>30.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

4. https://health.am/encyclopedia
7. https://ucsfhealth.org (various subpages)
candidates. Obviously, a pair may be extracted from multiple different sentences (e.g., ‘stress → insomnia’ from ‘stress causes insomnia’ or from ‘insomnia can be a result of stress’). All the sentences from which a specific pair is extracted are the support of that pair.

CauseNet comes in different versions: CauseNet-Full and CauseNet-Precision. In CauseNet-Full, all the extracted cause–effect pairs are contained, while CauseNet-Precision only contains pairs that were extracted by at least two different lexico-syntactic extraction patterns. The idea is that pairs supported by sentences from more patterns are less likely to be false positive causal statements.

From each CauseNet version, we randomly sampled 1,000 cause–effect pairs for our CauseNet-F-Phrase and CauseNet-P-Phrase datasets (F: full, P: precision). Note that the pairs sampled from CauseNet-Precision typically are shorter (3.4 vs. 7.2 words; cf. Table 3)—shorter phrases are more likely to be extracted by more than one pattern.

To label the health relatedness of the cause–effect pairs, we had three annotators who first labeled a kappa-test subset of 100 samples from CauseNet-F-Phrase. The achieved agreement was substantial (Cohen’s kappa of 0.76), so that after a discussion of the disagreement cases, the annotators then each independently labeled disjoint thirds of the remaining CauseNet-F/P-Phrase data. Interestingly, according to the labeling, the pairs sampled from CauseNet-Precision are much more health related (50.3% vs. 21.4%; cf. Table 3).

Finally, for each of the 1,000 pairs in CauseNet-F-Phrase, we randomly selected one of the supporting sentences to complement the phrase-based dataset with a sentence-based dataset. The respective CauseNet-F-Sentence set then was also labeled with respect to health-relatedness by our three annotators. Indeed, for eleven causal phrase pairs that were labeled as non-health-related and for one pair that was labeled as health-related, the sampled supporting sentence then was labeled in the opposite way since it added important context. For example, the pair ‘sound → particular feeling’ was labeled as non-health related but the corresponding sentence ‘Any sound that is related to trauma can trigger a particular feeling.’ was labeled as health-related due to the explicit connection to trauma.

We randomly split each of the three datasets to use 80% as the training data for parameter tuning and the remaining 20% as the actual test set.

4.2 Medical Entity Linkers

We compare our generalized termhood method to the state-of-the-art medical entity linkers cTakes, MetaMap, QuickUMLs, and ScispaCy. To determine the health relatedness of a (multi-word) term by applying one of these entity linkers, we use the proportion of words that the linker matches to medical concepts in some background knowledge base like the UMLS Metathesaurus (Humphreys and Lindberg, 1993).

More formally, as the entity linking-based health relatedness of a term $t$, we use the the ratio $|e|/|\hat{t}|$, where $|e|$ denotes the length (in words) of the substring of $t$ that the linker detects as mentions of some entity, and $|\hat{t}|$ denotes the length of $t$ without the stopwords to that are not contained in any entity mention detected by the respective linker.

As the background knowledge base for the entity linkers we try four different options: (1) the full UMLS (a mix of medical vocabularies of varying specificity), (2) the combined UMLS subsets RxNorm and SNOMED CT (more specific clinical vocabulary), (3) UMLS restricted to the 21 most frequent semantic types (ST21pv subset) as proposed in the MedMentions entity linking dataset (Mohan and Li, 2019), and (4) the combined RxNorm and SNOMED CT restricted to ST21pv.

4.3 BERT-Based Approaches

Besides medical entity linkers, we also compare our generalized termhood method to BERT-based classifiers fine-tuned to predict whether a sequence of tokens is health-related. To test the effect of domain specific embeddings, we compare classifiers based on pre-trained BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), SciBERT (Beltagy et al., 2019), and PubMedBERT (Gu et al., 2022) models. To further fine-tune these models to the task, we first construct additional training datasets where noun phrases (or sentences) from Wikipedia are paired with noun phrases (or sentences) from the PubMed or the Encyclopedia corpus. To align with the evaluation datasets, we extract noun phrases and sentences using spaCy.

All models were fine-tuned with a batch size of 32 and a learning rate of $5 \cdot 10^{-5}$ for 100,000 steps on one NVIDIA A100 GPU. Due to the large corpora sizes, we used early stopping and halted training when no decrease in training loss was recorded for 15 consecutive samples (taken every 1,000 steps).
4.4 Assessing the Health Relatedness of Cause–Effect Pairs

To assess the health relatedness of a cause–effect pair, we combine an approach’s individual scores for the cause and effect phrase into one score based on which a decision about the health relatedness can be made (i.e., whether it is above some threshold). Just like in our generalized termhood scores, we use the generalized mean as the combination scheme. The extreme case of $M_\infty$ then corresponds to an AND combination (cause and effect score need to exceed a decision threshold), while $M_0$ corresponds to an OR combination (cause or effect above some threshold suffice). These setups can thus be interpreted as precision or recall-oriented, respectively.

4.5 Assessing the Health Relatedness of Cause–Effect Sentences

To assess the health relatedness of a complete sentence, we basically use the different approaches as if the input was a phrase. The entity linking–based methods link the entities in the sentence and then compute the same ratio $|e|/|t|$ but with $t$ now being the sentence without non-linked stopwords. The BERT-based approaches also get the sentence as input and classify it as a whole as health-related or not. And also our generalized termhood scores simply treat an input sentence like a phrase.

4.6 Parameters and Optimization Criteria

We explore different hyperparameter values of the approaches in grid searches on the 80% training sets of our annotated cause–effect datasets (the other 20% are the test sets). For the termhood method, we experiment with four health corpora (PubMed, PubMed Central, Textbook, Encyclopedia) and a maximum n-gram length $n \in \{1, 2, 3\}$. For the generalized mean $M_r$, we try $r \in \{0, \pm 1, \pm 2, \pm 5, \pm 10, \pm \infty\}$ for combining the n-gram scores, as well as for combining the cause and effect scores of all approaches.

For the entity linkers, we explore linking against the full UMLS with either all semantic types or just the ST21pv subset, or linking just against the combined RxNorm and SNOMED CT subset with either all types or just the ST21pv subset. For the QuickUMLS and ScispaCy linkers, we try similarity thresholds in steps of 0.1 between $[0.7, 1.0]$ and $[0.6, 0.9]$, respectively, and explore small ($sm$) and large ($lg$) models for ScispaCy. Finally, the BERT-based models are fine-tuned in four variations: on sentences or on phrases from the PubMed or from the Encyclopedia corpus.

We conduct three grid searches for three different optimization scenarios. In the first two scenarios, we optimize for precision or recall and identify a parameterization and decision threshold with the best recall (or precision) that can be achieved at an operating point of a precision (or recall) of 0.9. For example, in the scenario of precision optimization, we only consider parameter combinations from the grid search and decision thresholds that achieve a precision of at least 0.9 on the training set. From these, we then only consider the parameterizations with the highest recall and from these, we select one with the highest precision. In the third optimization scenario, we target the Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC). The MCC combines the numbers of true positives ($TP$), true negatives ($TN$), false positives ($FP$), and false negatives ($FN$) as

\[
\frac{TP \cdot TN - FP \cdot FN}{\sqrt{(TP+FP)(TP+FN)(TN+FP)(TN+FN)}}.
\]

Since MCC generates a high score only when the majority of the positive instances and the majority of the negative instances are classified correctly, it is regarded as one of the best ways to derive one score from a binary classifier’s confusion matrix (Chicco and Jurman, 2020).

4.7 Results

Table 4 shows the effectiveness of the different approaches’ best parameterizations from the training sets run on the test sets of CauseNet-F-Phrase, CauseNet-P-Phrase, and CauseNet-F-Sentence. The BERT-based approaches are usually the most effective. Our generalized termhood methods often are slightly less effective but the difference to the best BERT-based approach is hardly ever statistically significant (bootstrapping with 100,000 permutations, $p < 0.05$, Bonferroni-corrected). The entity linking–based approaches, though, almost always are significantly less effective than the best BERT-based approach.

While being almost as effective as the best BERT-based approach, our generalized termhood method is substantially more efficient (see Table 5). On an AMD EPYC 7F72 processor, even without parallelization, the generalized termhood is up to 107 times faster on phrases and up to 47 times faster on the longer sentences than the BERT models. By
As for memory efficiency, the n-gram frequencies approaches are substantially more effective on just sentences, our results in Table 4 show that most approaches are substantially more effective on just the phrase pairs than on sentences (e.g., BERT-based: 0.12 to 0.23 better MCC on CauseNet-F-Phrase than on CauseNet-F-Sentence; termhood: 0.11 to 0.19 better MCC). Only the ScispaCy entity linking approach is really more effective on sentences than phrases (MCC improves by 0.08).

**Entity Linking-based Approaches** The entity linking-based approaches mostly use the combined RxNorm and SNOMED CT vocabulary (some-
Overall, the entity linking-based approaches achieve rather low effectiveness compared to the other approaches and are also slower than our new generalized termhood method. In our scenario of assessing the health relatedness of phrases and sentences, they are not really a good option.
Table 6: Ablation study indicating the difference in effectiveness on the test sets from the best parameterizations optimized for precision (P), recall (R), or the Matthews correlation coefficient (M) to the best parameterizations when ablating the n-gram length (fixed $n = 1$) or the generalized mean (fixed $M_1$ for combining the n-gram scores). Operating point for precision / recall is set to 0.9. The difference is given with respect to the “interesting” measure (i.e., drop in recall for the P columns, drop in precision for the R columns, and drop in MCC for the M columns).

Overall, our generalized termhood-based methods are much faster but not significantly less effective than the BERT-based approaches—with TDS and DW usually being better than CW. When applying the generalized termhood methods, it is crucial to choose a good health corpus while optimizing the other parameters (n-gram length, averaging) only leads to smaller improvements.

5 Webis Medical CauseNet 2022

By applying our generalized termhood method for health relatedness assessment to the complete CauseNet, we create the new Webis Medical CauseNet 2022 resource consisting of health-related cause–effect statements found on the web.

### Table 7: Characteristics of the four Webis Medical CauseNet 2022 versions. Number of statements / supporting sentences, and estimated precision and recall of the precision- or MCC-optimized termhood extraction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subset</th>
<th>Statements</th>
<th>Sentences</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prec (P)</td>
<td>103,273</td>
<td>1,259,339</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prec (MCC)</td>
<td>112,707</td>
<td>1,340,873</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full (P)</td>
<td>2,201,071</td>
<td>5,680,635</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full (MCC)</td>
<td>3,206,964</td>
<td>7,842,464</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Conclusions

We have proposed generalized termhood-based methods that effectively and efficiently assess the health relatedness of phrases. On cause–effect statements from the web, our new approaches are almost as effective as the best BERT-based approaches while being much faster. Approaches using state-of-the-art medical entity linkers are slower and less effective. When configuring our new termhood-based methods, it is crucial to select a background health corpus that matches the target language distribution while the other parameters (n-gram length, averaging) are less important.

Using our methods, we have extracted the Webis Medical CauseNet 2022 resource of health-related cause–effect statements from the web-scale CauseNet. Based on Webis Medical CauseNet 2022, health-sociological analyses of online cause–effect relations are now possible at an unprecedented scale compared to previous small-scale analyses of health-related online information.

Finally, our termhood-based assessment could also be useful in retrieval scenarios. For instance, given the termhood scores’ efficiency, they could directly be used at search engine side to quickly assess the health relatedness of some query not seen before (for other queries, the clicked documents usually suffice to assess the health relatedness) and to possibly adopt the retrieval accordingly (e.g., preferring medical resources).

14Available under a permissive license: https://github.com/webis-de/COLING-22
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